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¡ Women in natural history 
§  The case of Maria Sybilla Merian 

¡  Scientific writing style and gender 
¡  Victorian Science 

§  Lindley and the masculinization of botany 
§  Bifurcation and encircling domains of knowledge & practice 

¡ Measuring difference 
§  Anthropometry, craniometry and the “missing five ounces” of the 

female brain 
§  Science used to naturalize social disparity during a time of great 

unrest and change 

LAST CLASS 



“She is by habit more altruistic than man, having  constantly to sacrifice 
herself for her children. Not only,  therefore, has she the childl ike 
yearning for sympathy, but she is endowed with that larger sympathy 
which is born of  the maternal instinct.”  
Harry Campbell ,  Differences in the Nervous Organisation of Man and 
Woman: Physiological and Pathological ,  London, (1891)  

“So are females better at empathising? This theory rings true at an 
anecdotal level.  For example, we’ve always known that people choose 
different things to read in the newsagent on the railway platform or in the 
airpor t depar ture lounge. Women are more l ikely to go to the magazine 
rack featuring fashion, romance, beauty, intimacy, emotional problems 
and agony-aunts, counseling, relationship advice, and parenting. Men are 
more l ikely to go to a magazine rack featuring computers, cars, boats, 
photography, DIY, spor t,  hi -fi,  action, guns, tools,  and the outdoors.” 
Simon Baron-Cohen, “They just can’t help it ,”  The Guardian (2003)  

SOUND FAMILIAR? 



¡ Gendering of technical work in late 19th 
and 20th century organizations 

¡ The case of computing and gender 
¡ “Objectivity or Heroism” 

TODAY 



http://nobrocomputing.tumblr.com/ 



COMPUTER HEROES 



ADA LOVELACE 

British (1815-1852) 
Collaborator with Charles Babbage, 
inventor of the difference engine and 
analytic engine 
Inventor of idea of computer 
programming and a “prophet of the 
computer age” 
 
Proposed that the engine “might act 
upon other things besides number... 
the Engine might compose elaborate 
and scientific pieces of music of any 
degree of complexity or extent.” 
 



WOMEN TECHNICIANS 

“Women’s Work at the Harvard Observatory,”  
Helen Leah Reed New England Magazine 6 (1892). 
 Picture of the women who worked on the Henry Draper 
Catalogue,  classification catalog of 242,093 spectra 
from 222,000 stars, a triumph of mechanical objectivity. 

Catalogue team-member 
Annie Canon classified 

up to 350,000 stars,  
at a rate up to 300/hr 



SWITCHBOARD OPERATORS 



THE “ENIAC GIRLS” 

During the 1940s and 
1950s, six women were hired 
by U Penn as the world’s first 
“human computers” to 
program the first all-
electronic computer, the 
ENIAC. 
•  Kathleen McNulty  
•  Betty Jean Jennings 
•  Betty Holberton 
•  Marilyn Wescoff  
•  Frances Bilas  
•  Ruth Lichterman 



¡  American (1906-1992) 
¡  US Navy Rear Admiral 
¡  Earned PhD in Mathematics 

at Yale 
¡  Vassar Math Professor 

(1931-43) 
¡  Invented first computer 

compiler program (1952) 
¡  Invented English-based, 

machine-independent 
programming languages 
§  COBOL (1959) 

¡  Pioneered standards for 
computer systems and 
components (1970s) 

“GRACE HOPPER 

Above:  
with UNIVAC in 
1952. 
Right: in 1984   



1967 article on “The 
Computer Girls” from 

Cosmopolitan magazine 
 
 

http://
nobrocomputing.tumblr.com 

COMPUTER GIRLS 



COMPUTER “NERD” CULTURE 



BROGRAMMER CULTURE 



“OBJECTIVITY OR HEROISM” 

Lamson at the Naval Observatory, 
Washington (1926) 

Eleanor A. Lamson 
American (1875-1932) 
Geodesic scientist and astronmer 



1. ARGUMENT: What is 
Oreskes’ main argument? 
Where does Lamson fit in 
that argument?  

3. KEY IDEA: What are 
objectivity and heroism? 
Are they necessarily in 
opposition to each other 
in scientific practice? How 
is their opposition 
gendered? 

5. REBUTTAL: How might 
Oreskes’ paper be used to 
make a critique of 
Summer’s claims? Which 
quotes and concepts 
could be useful? 

2. STRUCTURE: How does 
Oreskes construct her 
argument? How effective 
is the structure of the 
article? 

4. EVIDENCE: Why does 
Oreskes reject the 
hypothesis that women’s 
contributions to  
science have been 
devalued due to their  
inability to perceive the 
world in a detached, 
objective way? 

6. CONNECTING TEXTS: 
Drawing on Schiebinger 
and Oreskes, what are the 
rhetorical strengths or 
drawbacks of claiming 
that men and women do 
actually think differently?  

DISCUSSION GROUPS 



¡ Ideas about what it takes to be a good scientist or 
engineer changes over time. 

¡ Labor in science and engineering is often gendered. 
¡ What counts as women’s work has historically 

adjusted based on what kinds of labor is considered 
monotonous or valuable. 

¡ The more valuable the work is, the less women are 
seen as being cut out for it or are made welcome to 
participate. 

WOMEN’S WORK? 



Paper 1 Due – Summers Controversy 

¡  Double-spaced 
¡  Times 12-point font 
¡  Stapled 
¡  Titled 
¡ With your name on it 
¡  And sources cited 

FOR TUESDAY 


